
DESIGN AND USAGE OF A NEWBENCHMARK PROBLEM FOR GENETICPROGRAMMINGEmin Erkan Korkmaz1 and G�okt�urk �U�oluk21 Computer Engineering DepartmentMiddle East Tehnial University06531, Ankara, TURKEYkorkmaz�metu.edu.tr,WWW home page: http://www.eng.metu.edu.tr/~korkmaz2 Computer Engineering DepartmentMiddle East Tehnial University06531, Ankara, TURKEYuoluk�metu.edu.tr,WWW home page: http://www.eng.metu.edu.tr/~uolukAbstrat. Not so many benhmark problems have been proposed inthe area of Geneti Programming (GP). In this study, a new arti�ialbenhmark problem is designed for GP. The di�erent parameters thatan be used to tune the diÆulty of the problem are analyzed. Also, theinitial experimental results obtained on di�erent instanes of the problemare presented.1 IntrodutionBenhmark Problems are important in order to judge the e�etiveness of a newapproah proposed in a researh area. It is possible to get more insight aboutthe ontribution of a methodology by using a tunable benhmark problem. Notso many benhmark problems have been proposed in the area of Geneti Pro-gramming (GP). However, there are some problems widely used by di�erent GPresearhers. Usually, the results obtained in these ommonly used domains arepresented in order to denote the e�etiveness of an approah. The problem ofprogramming an arti�ial ant to follow the Santa Fe trail [5℄, the symboli re-gression problems [4℄ and the N-parity problem [2, 1, 8, 9℄ are example real worlddomains whih have been used as benhmark problems in GP.However, using a real-world domain as a benhmark problem has ertaindrawbaks. It is usually diÆult to tune a real-world problem. The di�erentinstanes of the problem an be disproportionate with eah other in terms ofdiÆulty and the size of the searh spae. The results obtained on a spei�instane of the problem might be misleading in terms of the general behaviorof the methodology used. Hene the usage of a tunable arti�ial benhmarkproblem gains importane for testing the e�etiveness of a method.



II This paper presents the design and usage of a new benhmark problem forGP. In the following setion, previous work in the area is presented. Then, insetion 3, the design of the problem is introdued. In setion 4, the initial ex-perimental results obtained on di�erent instanes of the problem are presented.The experiments are arried out in order to determine the behavior of GP onthe problem. Lastly, in setion 5, the onlusion is given.2 Related WorkAs noted in the previous setion, it is diÆult to �nd benhmark problems de-signed for GP. However ertain attempts do exist in the literature. For instane,in [7℄, ertain problems whih an be used as benhmark tests are proposed.The most notable work in the area is the benhmark problem proposed in [6℄.The formalization used by [6℄ shares some harateristis with the Royal RoadProblem. This is a ommonly used benhmark problem for tuning the genetiparameters in the �eld of GA, [3℄. The benhmark problem proposed in [6℄ isan important attempt to transfer the issues addressed in reation of the RoyalRoad Problem, to the �eld of GP. These issues fous on the important aspetsneeded to onsider a problem as a benhmark for the evolutionary omputationresearh. The goal is to de�ne a problem, whih{ possesses a ontrollable level of diÆulty,{ has learly de�ned building bloks,{ an be redued to various instanes to be used to tune the geneti parameters.
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level-c treelevel-b treelevel-a  tree Fig. 1. Perfet trees of di�erent levels.The formalization in [6℄ is based on the de�nition of a \perfet tree" of somedepth. For instane a level-a tree is perfet when its root is the funtion a with asingle hild. Similarly a perfet level-b tree's root should be funtion b having twoperfet level-a trees as hildren. Certainly a perfet level- tree will have threeperfet level-b trees onneted to root  and so on. The terminal set onsists ofa single element x. Note that the series of funtions a; b; ; d::: are de�ned withinreasing arity. The perfet trees of levels a; b and  are presented in Figure 1.



IIIThe raw �tness of a tree is de�ned as the sore of its root. On the other sidethe sore of eah funtion is alulated by adding the weighted sores of its hil-dren. The weight is a onstant larger than one (FullBonus) if a hild is a perfettree of the appropriate level. When the hild is not a perfet tree, the weight turnsout to be a onstant smaller or equal to one (Penalty or Partialbonus) depend-ing on the hild's on�guration. If the hild has the orret root Partialbonusis used. However, if the root of the hild is inorret too, Penalty is used asthe weight. If the root itself is the orret root of a perfet tree, then the ob-tained sore is multiplied by CompleteBonus. It is stated that typial valuesthat an be used are: FullBonus = 2; PartialBonus = 1; P enalty = 13 ; andCompleteBonus = 2. It is suggested that perfet trees of di�erent depths anbe used as benhmark problems for GP.The proposed de�nition in [6℄ has ertain drawbaks. It an be laimed thatthe most important fator that e�ets the performane of GP is the deeptionof the problem at hand. This notion an be observed in a variety of real worlddomains. In suh domains, the geneti searh is easily misled to a loal optimumby the building bloks and suh problems are alled deeptive problems. Henea quali�ed benhmark problem should provide a mehanism whih has ontrolover the deeptiveness of the problem. Deeption usually appears as an outomeof epistasis. In other words, the interdependeny among the subparts of thehromosome should have an inuene on the global �tness of the hromosome.However, the formalization provided by [6℄ enables eah hild to ontribute to theglobal �tness independent of other hildren. Furthermore, sine the funtions arede�ned with inreasing arity, the searh spae inreases rapidly for high levels.The problem is too diÆult after level d and e. On the other hand, levels a,b and  are too simple. It is possible for the solution to appear in the initialrandom population in these levels. Lastly using more than one onstant makesthe de�nition unneessarily ompliated.3 A New Benhmark ProblemConsidering the drawbaksmentioned in the previous setion, it has been deidedto simplify and reorganize the de�nition of perfet tree. The aim is to obtain atunable benhmark problem where epistasis an easily be ontrolled.The new perfet tree is de�ned to be a full binary tree of some depth. Thefuntion set onsists of n funtions with arity two (F = fX1; X2; ::Xng). Theterminal set onsists of a single terminal element t, (T = ftg). The raw �tness ofa tree is again de�ned as the sore of its root. The �tness of a terminal node issimply de�ned as 1. The �tness of an internal node is de�ned as the sum of the�tness values of its two hildren. The two onstraints used to reate epistasis forthe problem are the following.When the hildren of an internal node are not terminal elements:(i) The index of the parent funtion should be smaller than the index of its hildren.(ii) The index of the right-hand hild should be larger than the index of the left-handhild.



IV The �tness funtion for an internal node is de�ned as:f(P ) =8><>:f(C1) + f(C2) (i)Cepis � f(C1) + f(C2) (ii)f(C1) +Cepis � f(C2) (iii)Cepis � f(C1) + Cepis � f(C2) (iv) (1)In Equation 1, part (i) is hosen if both of the hildren are terminal elementsor none of the onstraints are violated. If the �rst onstraint is violated by anyhild, the �tness of that hild is multiplied with a onstant smaller than one. Thisonstant is alled the epistasis onstant (Cepis). Parts (ii) and (iii) in Equation1 reet this situation. Lastly part (iv) is used when both of the hildren violatethe �rst onstraint or when the seond onstraint annot be ahieved.Note that these two onstraints reate interdependeny among the subpartsof a hromosome. When the epistasis onstant is dereased the interdependenyinreases. It beomes impossible for a subpart of the hromosome to ontributeto the global �tness independent of other parts. A well-�t hromosome an easilybe ruined when a node that violates a onstraint appears after a reombinationoperation. Hene, �tnesses of similar hromosomes might di�er remarkably andthe searh spae beomes disontinuous. What is more is that, when the funtionset is kept small, it beomes more probable to be stuk in a loal minima.Note that the index of the funtions has to inrease in the down diretion of ahromosome. Therefore a wrong hoie lose to the root might make it impossibleto form a perfet tree.Note that three di�erent parameters exist for tuning the diÆulty of thebenhmark problem proposed. The �rst parameter is the depth of perfet treeto be searhed. The epistasis onstant (Cepis) and the size of the funtion setare the other two parameters whih an be used to tune the problem.4 Experimental ResultsThe experiments are arried out by using a perfet tree with a �xed depth offour. Inreasing the depth of the perfet tree results an exponential enlargementin the searh spae. Therefore, suh a moderate size is hosen. The hange inthe performane of GP is observed based on the other two parameters; namelythe epistasis onstant and the size of the funtion set.In �gure 4, a possible solution for depth four is given. Note that seven di�erentfuntions have been used to build the solution and other solutions would existif a larger funtion set is used.Consider the two parameters for ontrolling the diÆulty of the problem.When you enlarge the funtion set, the number of possible solutions inreases,hene it beomes easier to reah to a solution in the searh spae. On the otherside when the epistasis onstant is dereased the interdependeny inreases andit turns out to be more diÆult to reah to the solution. Two di�erent sets ofexperiments are arried out in order to get insight about the behavior of GPon the benhmark problem. In the �rst phase, the funtion set is �xed and the
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��������t�� ��������t��/////Fig. 2. A possible solution of depth four.behavior is observed based on the hange in the epistasis onstant. Then in theseond phase the reverse proedure is arried out and di�erent funtion sets areused with a �xed epistasis onstant.The same geneti parameters are used for the two phases and these param-eters are set as follows{ Population size = 100{ Crossover at funtion point fration = 0:1{ Crossover at any point fration = 0:7{ Reprodution fration = 0:1{ Mutation fration = 0:1{ Number of Generations = 3000{ Seletion Method: Fitness Proportional.The results are obtained by using the average of 100 di�erent runs. Notethat the largest value that an be obtained by the �tness funtion proposed inEquation 1 evaluates to 16 for the perfet tree of depth four. If the best �tnessvalue is to be set as zero, then the �tness funtion would bef̂(T ) = 16� f(Root(T )); (2)where f is the funtion in Equation 1, T is a tree and Root returns the rootnode of a given tree.In �gure 4 the behavior of GP is presented based on the hange in epistasisonstant. The presented graphs are the output of three di�erent onstants; 0:5,0:25 and 0:002. The last onstant is hosen to be lose to zero and as seen in the�gure the worst performane is obtained with this onstant. The onstant 0:5 anbe onsidered to be quite high and GP has the best performane in this instane.Also a third onstant is hosen (0:25) in between the diÆult and easy instanes.As seen in the �gure, it is possible to obtain instanes with di�erent diÆultylevels based on the epistasis onstant used. It is observed that the hange inperformane related to the hange in epistasis onstant is quite uniform.In �gure 4, the epistasis onstant is �xed as 0:25 and the e�et of the funtionset size on the performane of GP is analyzed. The three funtion sets usedfor the trials are F = fX1; X2; :::; X7g, F = fX1; X2; :::; X7; X8g and F =fX1; X2; :::; X7; X8; X9g. As seen in the �gure, funtion set size an be used as aparameter whih would hange the performane of GP on the problem. A hangein this parameter is observed to have a gradual e�et on the result and does notlead to a haoti/disproportional behavior. This is also an asset ompared to thework of [6℄.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of three di�erent epistasis onstants. The size of the funtion setused is 8 for all of the three trials. Best �tness means obtained throughout 100 runsare presented for eah epistasis onstant.5 ConlusionThe goal of this researh was to design a tunable benhmark problem whihan be used to judge the e�etiveness of di�erent methodologies in the �eldof GP. We have developed a problem where the tree shape has e�et on theevaluation funtion. The proposed problem is inspired by the work of [6℄ andhas ertain ommon harateristis with the de�nition proposed by [6℄. However,it is laimed that it is quite easier to tune and obtain di�erent diÆulty levelswith the new de�nition proposed in this study. The experimental results verifythat it is possible to obtain di�erent instanes whih are quite proportionate withrespet to eah other in terms of diÆulty. It is possible to get more insight aboutthe e�etiveness of a GP methodology and observe the behavior of the methodagainst the hange in epistasis and deeption by using the di�erent instanes ofthe problem proposed.Referenes1. Chellapilla, K. A Preliminary Investigation into Evolving Modular Programs with-out Subtree Crossover. Geneti Programming 1998: Proeedings of the Third AnnualConferene2. Chris Gatherole and Peter Ross. Takling the Boolean Even N Parity Problemwith Geneti Programming and Limited-Error Fitness. Geneti Programming 1997:
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Fig. 4. Comparison of three di�erent funtion sets. The epistasis onstant used forall of the three trials is 0:25. Best �tness means obtained throughout 100 runs arepresented for eah funtion set.Proeedings of the Seond Annual Conferene, pp. 119{127, Stanford University, CA,USA, 1997.3. Janes, T. A Desription of Holland's Royal Road Funtion. Evolutionary Computa-tion, 2(4), pp. 409-415, 1994.4. Koza, J. R. Geneti Programming. On the Programming of Computers by Meansof Natural Seletion. The MIT Press, London. 1992.5. W. B. Langdon. Better Trained Ants. Late Breaking Papers at EuroGP'98: the FirstEuropean Workshop on Geneti Programming, Paris, Frane, 1998.6. W.F. Punh, D. Zongker and E.D. Goodman. The Royal Tree Problem, a Benh-mark for Single and Multi-population Geneti Programming. Appears in Advanesin Geneti Programming g 2, MIT Press, pg 299-316, 1996.7. Takett, W. A. Reombination, Seletion and the Geneti Constrution of ComputerPrograms. PhD thesis, University of Southern California, April 1994.8. Terene Soule and James A. Foster. Code Size and Depth Flows in Geneti Pro-gramming. Geneti Programming 1997: Proeedings of the Seond Annual Conferene,Stanford University, CA, USA, pp. 313{320, 1997.9. Man Leung Wong and Kwong Sak Leung. Evolving Reursive Funtions for theEven-Parity Problem Using Geneti Programming. Advanes in Geneti Program-ming 2, MIT Press, pp. 221{240, 1996.


